
On Scales and Measurement
“Math” sucks

It’s so often I hear the quote “I never was very good at math...” I’m sick of it.  
Being a grammar school drop-out, I’m not good at math either.  But I do like to make 
things; and to make things one must be able to measure to some extent. Measurement 
isn’t math, it’s plain arithmetic.

Within  the “standardized” education most of us receive,  there are only two 
measurement systems,  Imperial  and  Metric.  Imperial is further divided down into 
fractional and decimal.   Everyone is familiar with a common yard-stick or tape measure. 
Most (hopefully) are at least aware of the decimal measurements used by machinists and 
more importantly, by every one else for counting money.

I won’t pass judgement on either system, leaving you to read through my thoughts 
and decide for yourself.  But I will remind you my mind is decidedly non-linear, it may 
take a few reads to grasp all the concepts.

So; starting with the trains themselves, just what are scales?  And no, I don’t 
mean those things that tell you when you eat too much...  Scaling is no more than using a 
small unit of measure to represent some much larger measure.  We all know what 1” = 1’ 
means.  A scale often used by doll house modelers, many raw and finished products are 
available in this scale.  Or the 1-1/2” to the foot used by live steamers with their 7-1/2” 
gauge trains.  Now that’s railroading…..

In the smaller sizes that inside modelers of such large machines use, such as ¼” = 
1 foot, are the better known “scales.”  True, ¼” to the foot is a common reference used 
for “O” scale.  More precisely, it’s 17/64ths.  A rather odd number, that.  It came about 
through a rather odd series of “git by’s” that eventually ended up as “standards.”  

In the early days of toy trains, there were several “gauges”, each larger by some 
inch fractional ratio.  Number 1, #2, #3, #4, and so forth.  As production of smaller 
models (toys) became more practical and the ability of the less affluent to buy into the 
hobby more widespread, a smaller size became necessary.  Thus, Gauge 0, or Naught, or 
“Oh” gauge.  The “0” is actually representative of zero, not the letter “oh.”

The “scale” of that reduction was the beginning of the problems faced by many 
modern modelers.  For some reason, when the gauge first appeared, it was not a reduction 
from 3/8” to the foot to ¼” to the foot.  Although one would think anyone in his right 
mind would have done so.  The actual reduction factor for Gauge Naught ended up being 
7 millimeters(mm) to the foot.  Herein lies the root of the mish-mash that H-O modelers 
face.  Blame the British for this one. Perhaps the start of “metrification” is the root cause. 



Seven (7) mm is just a whisker (a real enough measurement) larger than ¼ inch. 
It  works out pretty close to 17/64ths of an inch, for those obsessed with precise  
measurements.  Which by inference means H-O, or Half Naught, scale  would be 
17/128ths of an inch per foot.  So, whip out that handy pocket computer and divide 17 by 
128.  Trust me, it’s a really odd number.  Especially  when you’re trying to juggle 
numbers in your head in the middle of a project.

Modern H-O, using 3.5mm to the foot, is no less confusing.  All in all, I find it  
interesting that S or TT scale never really caught on more.  I could do those conversions 
in my head when I was 12.  Be that as it may, we have what we have and need to learn to 
deal with it. By the way, 17/128ths is 0.1328 inch and 3.5mm is 0.1385 inch.  Both 
abstract numbers, difficult to deal with. Ask any “O” scaler what his conversion factor is.

Since we’re stuck with this “off the wall’” scale, let’s look into how to deal with 
the numbers.  If you can make change in your head on a ten dollar bill, decimal Imperial 
or Metric is easy enough to deal with.  It’s only when you try to use a tape measure and 
sixteenths of an inch to build models that things get difficult.

Start with a ten dollar bill.  There are 1000 cents in that bill.  1000 pennies.  Each 
penny represents a thousandth part of the whole.  One tenth of one percent (1/10%), an 
acceptable rate of error.  

So, let’s now divide an inch, something we’re all comfortable with, into a 
thousand parts.  In the old days, a “mil.”  One thousandth of an inch is 0.001”.  Sufficient 
accuracy for most any project we would likely encounter; except perhaps sending a man 
to the moon.

A millimeter is, by comparison, a crude measurement.  Though I won’t delve into 
“microns”, the thousandth part of a millimeter.  The millimeter being 0.039 and change. 
There are 25 and change to the inch, versus 1000 in the decimal measurements.  What we 
need to develop is the ability to shuffle from one to the other quickly, without resorting to 
a pocket computer. (also known as a calculator)  I noted above there are 25mm to the 
inch.  A millimeter is 0.03937 inch.  Call it 0.0394.  In most machining operations, 0.039 
is close enough to make an automobile engine go.  So, for quick and dirty estimates in  
your head, 0.040 is sufficient.  We needn’t get any closer until it comes to fitting up 
moving parts.  

Well, just how much is this 0.040, this “forty thou?”  The screw that holds an 
electrical cover plate over a switch is a (number) six screw.  As it happens, though an 
Imperial size, exactly 3.5mm. One H-O scale foot. (0.138”)  There’s a few tenths of a 
thousandth difference but we’re dropping the fourth decimal place so don’t worry about 
it. After 3 decimal places, it doesn't count for much.



A sixteenth inch, 1/16” on your tape measure is 0.0625, or .062 for practical use. 
At 40 thou for a millimeter, that’s 1.5mm in a sixteenth.  Again, we’re eyeballing here,  
not building a rocket ship to go to the moon.  Doing a little arithmetic, an eighth of an  
inch (2/16”) gives us a little over 3mm.  The error is starting to mount up though.  3mm is  
0.118+ and an eighth inch is 0.125.  An error about the thickness of a hair from my 
mustache… An eighth inch falls between 3 and 3 & 1/2 mm, our H-O scale foot.  0.125 
vs 0.138, the size of a Nr 80 drill.

So, for all practical purposes, we can “eyeball” H-O scale as 1/8 inch to the foot. 
Let’s take a quick look at the ratios;  H-O is a reduction factor of 87 (and a decimal).  Or 
1:87.  1/8 inch to the foot is 1:96.  As an aside, there are products suitable for railroad 
models at 1:72 and 1:100.

For foreground modeling, one would want accurate scaling.  And for anything 
mechanical, track gauging, wheel dimensions and the like.  But for structures, especially  
large ones like railroad stations, a few “thou” won’t matter.  

So, swing by Office Max and grab a triangular “architect’s” scale.  It will have a 
1/8” scale.  Put masking tape over the other two sides if you have trouble keeping track of 
the scales.  Very handy for scratch building as many architectural prints are done in this 
scale.

And while you’re out snagging “stuff”, go by Harbor Freight and pick up a dial 
caliper.  Don’t get the digital version, just a simple dial caliper. If you spend over twenty 
bucks, it’s too much.  Learning to read a dial caliper is easy.  Don’t bother with a 
micrometer though, unless you’re planning to do machine work.  Not so easy to read.

Conversion from decimal inches to metric takes a little thinking, but is straight 
forward enough. Memorizing the conversions from decimal to fractional inches takes a 
while.  That’s what makes measurement more difficult.

Although not specifically related to scaling, eyeballing can be useful in other 
areas as well.  Grades are calculated in percentages.  Such as 1 percent, which is one foot 
rise in a hundred feet.  In Europe it’s actually refered to as rise over run. In the US, it’s 2 
percent, in Europe, one in fifty.  Same thing, different words.

So, what if we were to accept 1:96 and call it percent.  Yeah, there’s a little error 
there, but not so much as to stop the trains from running.  96?, why?  Well, there’s this  
town in South Carolina that’s 96 miles from somewhere; the name of the town? Ninety 
Six, ZIP 29666… There happen to be 8 eighths in an inch, 12 inches in a foot.  8 times 12 
is 96.  Using my thinking, one percent being 1/8 inch rise per foot.  Or, 8 feet of run to  
get 1 inch of rise.  1 inch in 4 feet is 2%.  1 inch in 2 feet, 4%.  About the limit for my  
most powerful locomotives.  But it works;  and makes grades very easy to calculate in my 
head.

Another useful measuring tool is a dividers.  It looks like a “compass” but has two 
pin points instead of a pencil on one side.   When I do a drawing of a large item such as a 
layout plan, I normally include a scale similar to that used on a map.  Using the dividers  
on the item of interest, transfer the measurement to the scale.  Simple enough.



So, using a “dial caliper”;

Returning to the ten dollar bill, with 1000 cents as parts, an inch is divided also 
into 1000 parts.  Along the length of the caliper bar are divisions of a tenth of an inch. 
100 thousandths… The circular dial is further divided into 100 parts.  So that two tics on 
the bar and indicating 50 on the dial makes 200 plus 50/1000 or 250 total. A quarter 
inch… From Zero.

The instrument must start at zero to get a usable measure.  Open the caliper 
enough to get a finger in.  Use a cotton wipe, clean the jaws of any grit or grease.  Tissue 
paper will work fine, but is abrasive and in the long term can damage the measuring 
surface.  In the shop, I normally just use the skin on my finger.

Close the caliper, snug but don’t force it.  The little roller along the bar is a slip  
clutch to prevent distortion from excessive force.  On the side of the dial face is a small 
knob, like the crown on a wristwatch. Loosen the knob and rotate the dial to the zero  
position, snugging the knob when you are on on the mark.  The caliper is zeroed.

A consideration;  A dial caliper is not the most accurate instrument.  To a 
machinist, it falls in the same class as a ruler and dividers. Accuracy is affected by many 
factors, not the least of which is the pressure of your running the jaws in, slightly warping 
the frame.  A caliper is not a tweezers to be used for picking up a screw, for example. For 
modeling though, the accuracy is more than sufficient.

Once you have developed a consistant touch, a caliper can be a precision tool, in 
that a measurement repeatedly will be the same.  Half thousandths can be interpolated by 
where the needle lies between two minor divisions.

To put things in perspective, let us consider screw sizes.  I want to introduce 
screws anyway and determining SAE or Metric screws on models makes a good exercise 
in using the caliper.

Machine screws are sized with an arbitrary system using numbers rather than size. 
Truck screws for Athearn, and many other makers, are number 2-56.  The 56 is the 
number of threads per inch, but just what the hey is the number 2.

Start with size “aught”, or zero.  As in 0-80, often used as crank pin screws on 
Japanese brass models in H-O.  A size aught screw is 0.060, or 60 thou diameter. 
Measuring with the caliper, it will come out as 0.058+ or .059 inch.  Has to do with the 
thread shape.  But size aught is 0.060 before it’s threaded.

For each larger size, add (the arbitrary) 0.013”.  I’m sure in the distant past, there 
is a good reason for the number, but for now, just a number.  By the way, a number 80 
drill is 0.0135” . Maybe it came from there.

Size 1 screws are 0.060 plus 0.013, giving 0.073.  Size 2 is 0.060 plus (2 x 0.013) 
0.026, or 0.086 inch.  Size 3=0.060 + 0.039 = 0.099. And so on up the scale to size 14, 
the largest machine screw.  Larger sizes are bolts, or “cap screws”, measured in fractions 
of an inch. A whole different world when things get that big.



Many machine screw sizes have fallen into disuse, as they equate to imperial 
fractional sizes.  Such as size 10, which is 0.190 and 3/16” at 0.1875.  Try to find a 3/16” 
stove bolt, for example.  Or size 14-24, at 0.242 vs ¼-20 at 0.250.

Metric screws, on the other hand, are designated by body diameter and the thread 
“pitch”.  The distance between the threads, in millimeters of course.  Such as M6 X 1.0  
That means 6mm diameter by 1.0mm pitch.  Often confused with ¼-20 screws on sight, 
they are just slightly smaller at 0.238 by 25.4 threads per inch.  See size 14-24 as above.

The same comparison applies to the smaller screws.  A 1.5mm metric screw is 
0.059 diameter versus a size “0” at 0.060.  Very common on European manufactured 
models.  And some modern Japanese brass.  The thread dimensions are so close, it’s hard 
to measure the difference without an optical comparator.  And those things are way 
outside my income bracket.

So, how do we tell the difference.  In many cases, we don’t.  The best approach I 
have is to measure the screw to determine its’ range.  If it falls close to both imperial and 
metric, consider the source and age of the equipment it’s used on.  Eastern European is 
almost guaranteed to be metric.  Older Japanese brass, and many newer models from 
older companies, will usually be Imperial.  China and Malaysian will be metric, period. 
English can be either, with Whitworth threads thrown in just to confuse things further.

Worst case, I keep Imperial (number sizes) taps and dies handy on the bench.  Try  
a die on the screw.  If it’s a slip fit, it’s an Imperial screw.  If not, I may just rethread the 
hole to Imperial number size for replacement.  I don’t recommend this as a norm, use the 
original size if you can.  But, depending on the situation, it may be the only practical (or 
time affordable) solution.  And yes, I do have metric taps and dies.  But I don’t stock 
many metric screws. I work on stuff besides railroad models.

All  the above information is included in the NMRA Data Sheet sets.  Quite 
frankly, it is through the Data Sheets that I first learned how to do machine work.  Got 
my first set as a kid, around 1963 or ‘4.  My first lathe was my pop’s electric drill,  
clamped up in a bench vise.  Surprisingly, I still have all my fingers……

The Data Sheets have been updated over the years of course, and the information 
is presented as a reference chart, where you are expected in the course of things to be 
already competent in the subject rather than as an explanation in the fundamentals.

In my case, I was more interested in making my trains run better so ended up on 
the electronics side of things.  With the mechanical material as secondary knowledge that 
made me a better than average electrician.   All in all though, it is my interest in trains 
that provided me with a lifelong source of income.  It certainly wasn’t the public  
educational system.  Thank you, NMRA.

Bill Hudson


